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One sunny summer _ evening when was about thirteen, I saw
crowds of people pouring into. the hockey arena in Niagara Falls,
Ontario. Curious to know what was attracting them, I parked my
bicycle behind the arena (in those days one had little fear that
one’s bicycle would be stolen) and, in the manner of boys ofthat
age, I sneaked in a back exit. What was going on was a big band.
I remember watching as dark-skinned musicians in tuxedos
assembled on the stage, holding bright shining brass instruments,
taking their seats behind music stands. And then a man sat down

at the piano and played something and this assemblage hit me with
a wall of sound I can still hear in. my head, not to mention my
heart. I now can even tell you the name of the piece: it was Take
the "A " Thain, that it was written by one Billy Strayhorn, that the
band was that of Duke Ellington, and that the year had to be 1941,
for that is the copyright date of that piece.
I learned that bands like this came to the arena every Saturday

night in the summer, and I went back the following _.Saturday and
heard another of them. .
u
_ .
I was overwhelmed by the experience, shaken to my shoes. It
was not just the soloists, although I remember the clowning and
prancing and trumpet playing of someone I realized, in much later
retrospect, was Ray,Nance with Ellington, and a tenor saxophone
player who leaned over backwardsalmostto the stage ﬂoor, and
that had to have been Joe Thomas with Jimmie Lunceford. VV1th
both bands, it was the totality of the sound that captivated me, that
radiant wall of brass and saxes and what I would learn to call the
rhythm section.
I discussed the experience with my Uncle Harry. When I told
him about these bands I’d seen, he encouraged my interest and told
me I should payattention as well to someone called Count Basie.
My Uncle Harry -_— Henry Charles Flatman, bom in London,
England — was a trombone player and an arranger He played in
Canadian dance-bands in the 1920s and ’30s, and I would hear
their “remote” broadcasts on the radio. Once one of the bandleaders dedicated alsong to meon the air. I am told that I could
identify any instrument in the orchestra by its sound by the time I
was three, but that may be merely romantic family lore.

made small marks on a big paper mounted on that board: score
paper, I realized within a few years. He was, I’m sure he explained
to me, writing “arrangements” for the band he played in. "I seem to

recall that he was the ﬁrst person to tell me the difference between
a major and minor chord.
.
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Because of him I was always aware that the musicians in a
band weren’t just making it up, except in the solos. Somebody
wrote the passages they played together.
. And so from my the earliest days I looked on the record labels

for the parenthesized names under the song titles to see who wrote
a given piece. When the title wasn’t that of some popular song and
the record was an instrumental, then chances were that the name
was that of the man who composed and arranged it. Whether I
learned their names from the record labels or from Metronome or
Down Beat, I followed with keen interest the work of the arrangers. I became aware of Eddie Durham, whose name was on Glenn
Miller’s Sliphom Jive which Iijust loved (he was actually a Basie

arranger); Paul Weston and Axel Stordahl who wrote for Tommy
Dorsey; Jerry Gray, who wrote A String of Pearls, and Bill
Finegan, who arranged Little Brown Jug, both for Glenn Miller;
and above all Fletcher Henderson, who wrote much of the book (as
I would later learn to call it) of the Benny Goodman band. Later;
I became aware of Mel Powell‘s contributionsto the Goodman
library, such as Mission to Moscow and The Earl, as well as those
of Eddie Sauter, including Benny Rides Again and Clarinet a la
King. Jimmy Mundy’s contributions to that band included Swingtime in the Rockies and Solo Flight, which introduced many
listeners to the brilliance of guitarist Charlie Christian; and Gene
Gifford, who wrote Smoke Rings and Casa Loma Stomp for the
Casa Loma Orchestra led by Glen Gray. The better bandleaders
always gave credit to their arrangers, whether of “originals” or

standards such as I've Got My Love to Keep Me Wzrm, and I
became aware of Skip Martin (who wrote that chart), Ben Homer
and Frank Comstock with Les Brown, and Ralph Burns, Shorty
Rogers, and Neal Hefti with Woody,Herman, Ray Conniff with the
postwar Artie Shaw band ('Swonderful and Jumpin ' on the Merry
Go Round are his charts) and, later; Bill Holman with various
bands, and then Thad Jones and Gerald VV1lson. Some ‘of the

But what held these instruments together in ensemble passages?

arrangers became bandleaders themselves, including Russ Morgan

I even knew that: people like my Uncle Harry. I remember him
sitting at an upright oaken piano with some sort of big board, like
a drawing board, propped above the keyboard. He always had a
cigarette dangling from his mouth, and one eye would squint to
protect itself from the rising tendrils of smoke, while his pencil

(whose commercial band gave no hint that he had been an
important jazz arranger), Larry Clinton, and Les Brown. And of
course, there was Duke Ellington, though he was not an arranger
who became a bandleader but a bandleader who evolved into an
arranger— and one of the most important composers in jazz, some

would say the most important. One error: I assumed that Duke

Ellington wrote everything his band played, only later becoming
aware of the enonnous role of Billy Strayhom, who was kept more
or less in the background. Strayhornof course, not Ellington, wrote
the band’s latter-year theme, Tbke the "A " Train. I was aware very
early that someone named Gerry Mulligan — scarcely older than
I, although I did not know that then — wrote Disc Jockey Jump
for Gene Krupa, and someone named Gil Evans did some gorgeous
writing for the Claude Thomhill band.
I daresay the arranger I most admired was Sy Oliver. It was

many years later that I met him. He wrote the arrangements for an
LP Charles Aznavour recorded in English. I wrote most of the
Englishtranslations and adaptations for that session, and about all

Lunceford,” Frank said. The reason, Frank said, was that when
Dunham was starting up his band, Lunceford gave him a whole
book of his own charts to help him get off the ground. And Frank
was hired precisely because he could write in that LuncefordOliver manner
In the various attempts to deﬁne jazz, emphasis is usually put on

improvisation. Bill Evans once went so far as to say to me that if
he heard an Eskimo improvising within his musical system,
assuming there was one, he would deﬁne that as jazz. It is an

answer that will not do.
There are many kinds of music that are based on, or at least
rely heavily on, improvisation, including American bluegrass,

I can remember about the date is the awe I felt-in shaking the hand

Spanish ﬂamenco, Greek dance music, Polish polkas, Gypsy string

of Sy Oliver
I was captivated by the Tommy Dorsey band of that period.

ensembles, Paraguayan harp bands, and Russian balalaikamusic.
They are not jazz. In the early days of the_concerto form, the

From about 1939 on, I thought it was the hottest band around. I

soloist was expected to improvise his cadenzas; and well-trained
church organists were expected, indeed required, to be skilled

did not then know that Sy Oliver was the reason.
He was born Melvin James Oliver in Battle Creek, Michigan,

improvisers, up to and including large forms. Gabriel Fauré was

on December 17, 1910. He began as a triunpet player and, like so
many arrangers, trained himself, probably by copying down what

organist at La Madeleine. Chopin and Liszt were master improvisers, and the former’s impromptus are what the name implies:

he heard on records. In I933, he joined the Jimmie Lunceford

improvisations that he later set down on paper, there being no tape

band, playing trumpet and writing for it, and it is imquestionable

recorders then. Doubtless he revised them, but equally doubtless
they originated in spontaneous inventions. Beethoven was a

that some of the arrangements I was listening to that night in
Niagara Falls were his. Others were surely by Gerald Wilson.
A few years aﬂer his death, Sy’s widow, Lillian, told me that
Lunceford paid Sy poorly and Sy was about to leave the music
business, return to school and become a lawyer He got a call to

magniﬁcent improviser, not to mention Bach and Mozart.
Those who like to go into awed rapture at the single-line
improvisation of a Stan Getz might well consider the curious
career of Alexander Borodin. First of all he was one of the leading

have a meeting with Tommy Dorsey. Dorsey told him he would
pay him $5,000 a year more (a considerable sum in the 1940s)
than whatever Lunceford was giving him, pay him well for each

Russian scientists of his time, a practicing surgeon and chemist, a
professor at the St. Petersburg Medico-Surgical Academy. (I-Ie took
his doctorate on his thesis on the analogy of arsenic acid with

individual anangementas opposed to the $2.50 per chart (including

phosphoric acid.) Music was never more than a relaxing hobby for

copying) he got from Lunceford, and give him ﬁill writing credits

him, and his double career raises some interesting questions about

and attendant royalties for his work if Sy would join his band.
Furthermore, he told Sy that if he would give him a year, he,
Tommy, would rebuild the band in whatever way Sy wanted. Sy
took the offer, and Tommy rebuilt the band that had in the past
been known for Marie and Song of India and the like. It became

our modem theories on left-brain logical thought and right-brain
imaging and spatial information processing. Borodin improvisedhis

symphonies before writing them down. And if that seems impressive musicianship, consider Glazunov's. Borodin never wrote his
Third Symphony down at all: he improvised the ﬁrst two move-

the band of Don Lodice, Freddy Stulce, Chuck Peterson,.Ziggy

ments and his friend Glazunov wrote out the ﬁrst two movements

Elman, Joe Bushkin, and above all Buddy Rich, who gave it the
drive Sy wanted and whom Sy loved. The change was as radical

fmm memory in the summer of 1887, a few months after Borodin's
death. (He constructed a third movement out of materials leﬁ over

as that in the Woody Herman band from the Band that Plays the

from other Borodin works, including the opera Prince Igor.)

Blues to the First Herd of Caldonia and lbur Fathers Mustache.
It became a sort of projection of Sy Oliver led by Tommy Dorsey,
and Sy’s compositions and charts included Well, Git It!, Yes
Indeed, Deep River, and, later on (1944) Opus No. 1, on which
Lillian Oliver received royalties until the day she died, and their
son Jeff does now.
Recently I mentioned to Frank Comstock my admiration for Sy
Oliver; and he said, “I think Sy touched all of us who were
arranging in the 1940s and ’50s and later” And then he told me
something signiﬁcant.
Frank said that he learned arranging by transcribing Jimmie
Lunceford records, which doubtless meant many Sy Oliver charts.
Frank’s ﬁrst important professional job was with Sonny Dunham.
“And he was known, as I’m sure you’re aware, as the white

Most of the Borodin Third Symphony, then, is improvised
music. I can’t imagine that anyone, even Bill Evans (if he were
here), would try to call it jazz.
How then are we to deﬁne jazz?

The remark “if you have to ask, you ain’t never gonna know,”
attributed to both Louis Armstrong and Fats Waller, is clearly
unsatisfactory, though a certain kind ofjazz lover likes to quote it
for reasons that remain obscure. You could say that about many
kinds of music. It is an evasion of the difﬁculty of deﬁnition.
A simple deﬁnition won’t cover all the contingencies, and a
complex one will prove ponderous and even meaningless. Even if
youloffer one of those clumsy (and not fully accurate) deﬁnitions
such as “an American musical form emphasizing improvisation and
a characteristic swing and based on Aﬁican rhythmic and European

harmonic and melodic inﬂuences,” you have come up with
something that conveys nothing to a person who has never heard
it. Furthermore, the emphasis on improvisation has always been
disproportionate. Many outstanding jazz musicians, including Art
Tatum and Louis Armstrong, played solos they had worked out and
played the same way night after night. Nat Co1e’s piano in the
heads of such hits as Embraceable Ybu were carefully worked out
and played the same way repeatedly Bandleaders of the era would
tell you their players had to play solos exactly as they did on the

band, as he was later to hire Bill Challis and various soloists who
had been with Goldkette. The band of Paul Specht was also
inﬂuential, through the new medium of radio broadcasting: its ﬁrst
broadcasts were made as early as 1920. Don Redman for a time
worked in the Specht ofﬁce, and it may well have been the value
of his experience there that inﬂuenced Fletcher Henderson to hire
him. Henderson also hired Bill Challis. Once Henderson got past
his classical background and got the hang of this new instrumentation, he became one of the most inﬂuential -—- perhaps, in the

records. Otherwise, some of the audience to a live performance

larger scale, the most inﬂuential — writers of the era.

would consider itself cheated or, worse, argue that the player
wasn’t the same one who had performed on the record.
If improvisation will not do as the sole deﬁning characteristic
of jazz, and if non-improvisation, as in solos by Louis Armstrong
and Art Tatum, ,does not make it not jazz, then what does deﬁne
it‘?
If it does not cease to be jazz because the soloist sometimes is
not improvising, neither does it cease to be jazz because it is
written. It would be difﬁcult to argue that what McKinney’s
Cotton Pickers played wasn’t jazz. The multi-instrumentalist and
composer Don Redman — who wrote for Fletcher Henderson’s
band before Henderson did — became music director of the Cotton
Pickers in 1927 and transformed it in a short time from a novelty
group into one of the major jazz orchestras. And its emphasis was
not so much on soloists as on the writing: Redman’s tightly
controlled and precise ensemble arranging, beautifully played.
McKinney’s Cotton Pickers was based in Detroit, part of the

These explorers had no choice but to experiment with the
evolving new instrumentation. There was no academic source from
which to derive guidance, there were no treatises on the subject.
Classical orchestration texts made little if any reference to the use
of saxophones, particularly saxophones in groups. And these
“arrangers” solved the problem, each making his own signiﬁcant
contribution. While Duke Ellington was making far-reaching
experiments by mixing colorsfrom the instruments of the danceband format, the Grofé-Challis-Redman-Henderson-Cartei=Oliver
axis had the widest inﬂuence around the world in the antiphonal
use of the “choirs” of the dance-band for high artistic puiposei The
instrumentation expanded as time went on. Three saxophones
became four, two altos and two tenors, the section’s sound vastly
deepening when baritone came into widespread use in the 1940s.
The brass section too expanded, growing to three trumpets and two
trombones, then to four and three, and eventually four and even
ﬁve trumpets and four trombones, including bass trombone.

stable of bands operated by the French-bom pianist Jean Goldkette:
his National Amusement Corporation ﬁelded more than 20 of
them, including one under his own name whose personnel included

This instrumentation may vary, and. of late years its range of
colors has been extended by the doubling of the saxophone players
on ﬂutes and other Woodwinds, the occasional addition of French

Frank Trumbauer, Bix Beiderbecke, Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey,
Joe Venuti, and Spiegle WlllCOX (who is still playing). One of
Goldkette’s bands, the Orange Blossoms, became the Casa Loma
Orchestra, with pioneering writing by Gene Gifford. Artie Shaw
has argued that the “swing era” began as a popular musical
movement not with Benny Goodman but with the Casa Loma. Also
in Detroit, Redman was writing for the Cotton Pickers and Bill
Challis for the Goldkette band, both bands inﬂuencing musicians
all over America who listened to them on the radio. Gil Evans in
Stockton, California, was listening to Gene Gifford’s writing on
radio “remotes” by the Casa Loma. Even the Isham Jones band of
the 1930s was born in Detroit; it was actually organized by Red
Norvo. Given all these factors, there is good reason to consider
Detroit — awash in money from both the illegal liquor importation
from Canada and the expanding automobile industry and willing to
spend it freely on entertaimnent—— the birthplace of the big-band
swing era.
But the structural fonn of the “big band” must be considered
the invention of Ferde Grofé, who wrote for the Art Hickman band
that was working in San Francisco and almost certainly was
inﬂuenced by black musicians who had come there from New
Orleans. Hickman hired two saxophone players from vaudeville to
function as a “choir” in his dance band. The band caused a sensation, and Paul Whiteman was quick to hire Grofé to write for his

hom (Glenn Miller used a French horn in his Air Force band and
Rob McConnell’s Boss Brass uses two) and tuba, but structurally
the “big band" has remained a superb instrument of expression to
the many brilliant writers who have mastered its uses.
The big-band era may be over, but the big-band format is far
from moribund. The “ghost” bands go on, though the revel now is
ended, and their greatest actors are vanished into air, into thin air:
Tommy Dorsey, Woody Herman, Duke Ellington, Count Basie,
and more. The Artie Shaw band goes on, though Shaw does not
lead it. It is the only ghost band that has a live ghost. (Woody

Herman seems to have invented the term “ghost band” and swore
his would never become one. It did.)
Curiously, none of the ghost bands has the spirit, the feel, of
the original bands. In ways I have never understood, the leaders of
these bandslsomehow infused them with their own anima. Terry
Gibbs has attested that sometimes, when the crowd was thin,
Woody Hennan would skip the last set and let the band continue
on its own; and it never sounded the same as when he was there,
Terry said. The current Count Basie band does not have the “feel”
of the original. There are of course two things without which a
Basie band is not a Basie band: Basie and Freddie Green. But those
conspicuous omissions aside, Basie was able to get a groove from
that band that eludes his successors.
Far more interesting than the ghost bands are those regional

-

“rehearsal bands” that spring up all over the country, and indeed
all over the world, or the recording bands assembled to make
albums and, afterwards, dissolved— at least until the next project.
As we begin the twenty-ﬁrst century, the evolution of jazz as the
art of the soloist has slowed and, in the example of many young
artists imitating past masters, ceased completely. There is an
attempt to institutionalize it in concert halls through of repertory
orchestras such as that at Lincoln Center led by Wynton Marsalis,
the Liberace of jazz, and a brisk concomitant interest in ﬁnding
and performing, when possible, the scores of such “arrangers” as
George Handy.
There is an inchoate awareness that it somehow isn’t quite
kosher to imitate the great soloists of the past, though that hasn’t
deterred some of the younger crop of players from swiping a little
Bubber Miley here, a little Dizzy Gillespie there, but it is all right
to play music by jazz composers of the past, because written music
is meant to be re-created by groups of musicians. And so the
emphasis in the current classical-ization of jazz is to a large extent
on the writers for past jazz orchestras. In this jazz is being
institutionalized as “classical” music has been, the latter for the
good reason that Beethoven couldn’t leave us his improvisations,
he could leave only written music to be re-created by subsequent
players.
Much of this re-creative work is rather sterile. It lacks the
immediacy, and certainly there is none of the exploratory zeal, that
this music had when the “arrangers” ﬁrst put it on paper The new

stuff being composed and/or arranged is much more interesting.
And in any case, all too much of it is focussed on Duke Ellington.
This incantatory fervor for Ellington has precluded a ﬁtting concert
recognition of Fletcher Henderson, Sy Oliver, Eddie Sauter, Ralph
Bums, Bill Finegan, Billy May, and so many more who certainly
deserve it. Unnoticed even by the public who admired them, these
writers (“an"angers” seems a pathetically inadequate term) were
building up a body of work that is not receiving the homage that
is its due.
Thirty years ago, it seems to me, the writers in the jazz ﬁeld
were not taken seriously at all by some people. All was improvisation, the illusion being that jazz was fully improvised, rather than
being made up of carefully prepared pieces of vocabulary, what
jazz musicians call “licks” — chord voicings, approaches to scale
pattems, and the like.
The inﬂuence of the big-band arrangers has now spread around
the world. The format itself survives, of course, though rarely in
ﬁrll-time bands. It is found in the work of certain bands that come
together from time to time, such as in the Clarke-Boland Big Band,
now alas gone, based in Germany and led by the late Kenny Clarke
and the wonderful Belgian arranger and composer Francy Boland.
It is encountered today in the Rob McConnell Boss Brass in
Toronto, and in Cologne in the WDR (for Westdeutsche Rundfuk)
Big Band. Some years ago, I saw a Russian television variety show
that included a big band, playing in the American style — not
doing it well, to be sure, but doing it. The format survives in
countless bands imitating Glenn Miller.

\Vith the end of the big-band era, various of the arrangers for
those bands found work elsewhere. Many of them began writing
for singers. Marion Evans, alumnus of the postwar Tex BenekeGlenn Miller band, wrote for Steve Lawrence, Tony Bennett, and
many others. So did Don Costa, who wrote for, among his clients,
Frank Sinatra. Sinatra’s primary post-Dorsey arranger was Axel
Stordahl and, later; Nelson Riddle, alumnus of the Charlie Spivak
band. Peter Matz, alumnus of the Maynard Ferguson band, wrote
for just about everybody, as did the German composer Claus
Ogerman, particularly noted for his arrangements of Brazilian
music. On any given work day in the 1960s, musicians were
rushing around New York City and Los Angeles to play on these
vocal sessions, a last hurrah (as we can now see) for the era of
great songwriting, a sort of summing up of that era, the ﬂower
reaching its most splendid maturity just before it died.
Some of the arrangers, for a time, got to make records on their,
instrumental albums in which they were allowed to use string
sections. Among them were Paul Weston (whose deceptively
accessible charts are of a classical purity), Frank de Vol, Frank
Comstock, and most conspicuously Robert Famon.
Many of these arrangers and composers began to inﬂuence
motion picture music. They turned to ﬁlm (l) for money, and (2)
for a broader orchestral palette. They included Famon, Benny
Carter, Johrmy Mandel, Billy Byers, Eddie Sauter, George Duning,
Billy May, Patrick Vlfilliams, Michel Legrand, Allyn Ferguson,
John Dankworth, Dudley Moore (whose gifts as a composer were
eclipsed by his success as a comedian and actor), Johrmy Keating,

Pete Rugolo, Oliver Nelson, Roger Kellaway, Lennie Niehaus,
Frank Comstock, Shorty Rogers, Lalo Schifrin, Tom McIntosh,
Quincy Jones, J.J. Johnson, Duke Ellington and Billy Strayhom,
Mundell Lowe, and Henry Mancini who, with his Peter Gunn
scores, did more to make jazz acceptable in television and movie
music than anyone else in the industry’s history. That is a consensus among composers.
These people profoundly affectedﬁlm scoring, introducing into
it elements of non-classical music that had been rigorously
excluded, excepting little touches in the scores of Alex North and
Hugo Friedhofer and others and the occasional use of an alto
saxophone to let you know that the lady in the scene was not all
she should be. The medium had been dominated by European
concert-music inﬂuences. Early scores appropriated the styles and
techniques of Tchaikovsky, Mendelssohn, Brahms -—- and sometimes their actual music. Later the twentieth-century Europeans had
an inﬂuence, up to and including Bartok and Schoenberg, though
probably no one was ripped off as much as Stravinsky, whose 1913
Rite of Spring is still being quanied by ﬁlm composers. In his
scores for the TV series Mission: Impossible, Lalo Schifrin used
scale exercises he had written for his teacher Olivier Messaien at
the Paris Conservatory.
The appeal of ﬁlm scoring to “jazz” composers and arrangers
is obvious. Most of them had extensive classical training, and
strong tastes for twentieth-century European composers, especially
Ravel, Debussy, Stravinsky, and Bartok. (William Grant Still,

essentially a classical composer but also an arranger who scored

Frenesi for Artie Shaw, studied with Edgard Varese as far back as
1927.) This familiarity with the full orchestra inevitably led to a
sense of restriction with the brass-and-saxes conﬁguration of dance
bands. Despite a general hostility of many jazz fans toward string
sections as somehow effete, many of the leaders wanted to use
them, and some tried to do so, among them Artie Shaw, Tommy
Dorsey, Gene Krupa, and Harry James.
These experiments were doomed for two reasons. The ﬁrst was
a matter of orchestral balance. A 100-member symphony orchestra
will have a complement of as many as 60 string players. This is
due to complex mathematical relationships in acoustics. Putting
two instruments on a part does not double the volume of the
sound. Far from it. To balance the other sections, a symphony
orchestra needs 60 string players. But the instruments of a standard
dance-jazz band can drown even the 60 strings of a symphony
orchestra, as appearances of jazz bands with symphony orchestras
have relentlessly demonstrated. (In the recording studio, of course,
a tum of the knobs will raise the volume of the string section to
any level desired.)
As far back as the 1940s, such arrangers as Paul Weston, Axel
Stordahl and, in England, Robert Famon used their work with
singers as a means to explore string writing. Indeed, strings had
been used in the 1930s and early ’40s by singers such as Bing
Crosby. But the uses of strings behind singers became much more
subtle and sophisticated in the ’40s, ’50s, and ’60s with the writing
of such arrangers as Nelson Riddle, Marion Evans, Don Costa,
Marty Manning, and Patrick Vlfilliams. Some jazz fans abhorred the

string section; musicians know there is no more subtle and
transparent texture against which to set a solo, whether vocal or
instrumental.
No bandleader could afford the large string section needed to
hold its own with dance-band brass-and-saxes. And so those bands
who embraced them in the 1940s tried to get by with string
sections of twelve players or fewer — and on the Harry James
record The Mole, there are only ﬁve. There was something incongruous, even a little pitiful, in seeing these poor souls sawing away
at their ﬁddles on the band platfonn, completely unheard.
During World War .II, with his U.S. Army Air Force band —
when money was no object, because all his players were servicemen — Glenn Miller was able to deploy 14 violins, four violas,
and two celli, a total of 20 strings. But this was still hopelessly
inadequate against the power of the rest of the band.
It was in ﬁlm that former band arrangers were able to experiment with the uses of jazz and classical orchestral techniques, for
the money they needed was there, along with a pool of spectacularly versatile master musicians who had been drawn to settle in Los
Angeles for its movie and other studio work. To this day, some of
the most successful fusions of jazz and classical inﬂuences have
been in the movies, including such scores as Eddie Sauter’s Mickey
One and Johrmy Mandel’s The Sandpiper.
That era is gone. Gone completely. The singers of quality are
of no interest to the record companies; neither are the songs from
the great era of songwriting, the songs of Kern, Porter, Warren,
Rodgers and Hart, Carmichael, Schwartz. Thus the superb orches-

tras that used to be assembled in the 1960s to record such songs
with such singers are a thing of the past. Even in the movies, the
change has been total. There are no longer excellent studio
orchestras on staff, and orchestral writing of any kind is comparatively rare in ﬁlms. The producers long ago discovered that they
could use pop records as scoring. Pop records and synthesizers.
The long-chord drone of synthesizers, not even skillful but
sounding like slightly more developed Hammond organs (which
were used for dramatic underscore in the old radio soap operas) are
heard in movies today. Only a handful of composers, and “real”
musicians, are able to derive their living from movie work, or from
recording.
A story circulated rapidly among musicians a few years ago. A
musician was called to play on a recording session that utilized a
large “acoustic” orchestra. Afterwards he was asked what it was
like.
He said, “It was great. We must have put two synthesizer
players out of work.”
The remark is usually attributed to Conte Candoli.
Conte says he didn’t say it. “But I wish I had.”
A ﬁlm composer was asked to submit some themes to the
director of a movie. He gave him ﬁve. The director waxed
enthusiastic. The next day he told the composer he was throwing
out three of the themes. Why?
The director said he had played them for his daughter, and she
had disliked those three.
“How old is she?” the composer asked.
“Five.”
i

The brilliant comedy writer Larry Gelbart, creator of M.A.S.H.
has said that in the movie industry today, you’re dealing with
foetuses in three-piece suits. It must be remembered of the current
crop of executives in the entertainment industry that not only did
they grow up on rock-and-roll and its branches, in many cases their
parents grew up on it.

The president of the movie branch of Wamer Bros. has stated
publicly that he shows script ideas to his fourteeen-year-old son. If
his son doesn’t like them, he throws them out.
Yes, the era is over.

Walden Robert Cassotto
Back before the Civil War . . . Well, that’s a hyperbole; it was
actually only forty years ago. But sometimes it seems that long.

Anyway, back in 1959, not long afterI_ became the editor of Down
Beat, I got into an argument with Cliuck Suber. Not an unfriendly
argument; in fact Chuck, who was my immediate boss, and I were
quite good friends. The reason for the argument, it occurs to me,
has to do with Down Beat’s own history.
p
In the big-band era, there was no clear separation between j azz
and popular music, except of course to those purists who thought
that jazz ended when Louis Armstrong went up the river to
Chicago. (I never understood that; the Mississippi does not rise in
Chicago. And anyway, jazz went to Chicago by train.) But Duke

Ellington and Woody Herman and Count Basie et al made their
main living playing for dancers and got away with hot instrumentals when they could. Jazz concerts, for the most part, and jazz
festivals were things of the future. For Down Beat, it was all the
same thing, square bands and hip bands and busty babes on the
covers whether or not they could actually sing, and every year, as
predictably as the swallows returning to Capistrano, the readers
duly elected Guy Lombardo the King of Com.
But by 1959, when I joined the magazine, the schism was
deﬁnitive, the gap wide. John Maher, the owner, a former printer
who acquired the magazine when its previous owner couldn’t pay
the printing bill and whose knowledge of music was negligible, to
put it generously, was always talking about “broadening the base”

Cassotto, bom in the Bronx on May 14, 1936. Why he chose such
an obviously generic show-biz handle as Bobby Darin I do not
know. Paul Emil Breitenfeld said he got Desmond out of a phone
book, but the origin of Darin is unknown.
Bobby’s show surprised me. He sang his pop successes because
he had to: the audience, or at least part of it, expected them. But
it became apparent that his venture into trash was a calculated
career chess move. He had good time, good intonation, good
phrasing, and sang good songs with good charts. He moved on

of the magazine, which is to say, appealing to a wider audience,

maniacal self-absorption may well be an asset.

which is to say lowering the musical standards in order to cover
the crap that was now the main fare of popular music. There was
inevitable concomitant discourse on cutting the budget, which
meant paying writers as little as possible and preferably nothing.
So confused was the magazine about the nature of its mandate
that, shortly before my arrival, it featured Red Skelton and Maurice
Chevalier on covers, and then the Kingston Trio. (An article in that
issue asked Is TV Hurting or Helping TV? Any answers these forty

But what made Bobby tick? In later years, two musicians who
had worked for him as music director and pianist, Bobby Scott and
Roger Kellaway, told me that Bobby had had rheumatic fever as
a child, lived with a damaged heart, knew his life would not be
long, and intended to cram as much into it as he could. That is

stage with a dancer’s grace and eccentric humor and that indeﬁnable quality one can only call energy. That he had a certain
cockiness was undeniable, but it didn’t bother me: modesty is not
part of the job description for a career in show business. Indeed,

now part of the legend; but it’s true. Bobby felt he didn’t have
time for polite subterfuge, the affectation of an ah-gee-whiz
humility. That he was a talent was obvious to me by the end of my

years later, folks?)

stay in St. Louis, and I wrote an article in his praise for a cover

The confusion about the magazine’s implicit mission produced
a debate over what to put on the covers. Should Down Beat pursue
the pop arm of the schism in popular music, or should it be about
jazz? I favored the latter policy. And this affected what went on

story. RS. That cover had no apparent affect, on way oar the other,
on newsstand sales.
F

the cover The cover had no affect on the subscription buyers. It
might, however, inﬂuence the newsstand buyers.
And so Chuck, whose technical title was publisher, was under

Leslie Bricusse’s score for Dr Doolittle. It is an outstanding
album, arranged by Roger Kellaway, who was twenty-seven at the
time. Roger says that everything he knows about pacing and

constant pressure to put “popular” subjects on the cover
One day, over lunch, Chuck and I were having our usual

presentation on stage he learned from Darin and from the comedian

discussion of the subject. I argued that the people interested in the
lower fonns of popular music wouldn’t read about it anyway, if
indeed many of them could read at all. I was proved wrong by the
founding of Rolling Stone, which came about after the record
companies had successfully emplaced the delusion that the utter
trash of current pop and rock was art, high art, and Bob Dylan was
— please! — a poet. My hypothesis that people wouldn’t actually
read about such stuffjoined my other brilliant prognoses: (1) Elvis
Presley can’t last, and (2) the people are too intelligent to elect that

somnambulant moron Ronald Reagan govemor of Califomia.
Chuck Suber asked me if I would co-operate in a test. He
wanted to run some currently hot pop ﬁgure on the cover to see
what it would do for sales. He thought Bobby Darin, riding on the
success of Splish Splash, would be an appropriate subject. Chuck
said he wanted the test to be a fair one and therefore he wanted to
choose the writer of the accompanying article. I agreed, and I
asked who he wanted. He said: “You.” Hoist by my own petard.
And thus it came about that I ﬂew down from Chicago to St.
Louis to spend four or ﬁve days with Bobby Darin and his rhythm
section (Ronnie Zito was the drummer) during their gig at a
prominent hotel. I hung out with them in the daytime, went to the
gig at night. And I acquired great respect for Walden Robert

These memories came back to me as I listened to a reissue CD
of an album Darin made thirty-two years ago -—- the music from

Jack E. Leonard, whose music director he also was.
That Roger is one of my closest friends is no secret. But that
doesn’t cloud my vision or mufﬂe my hearing. On the contrary,

because "Roger and I have worked together so rnuch over the years,
I periodically fall into the error of acceptance, some vague
assumption that what he can do is normal. Wrong. A thousand
percent wrong. He is an amazing musician, a stupefying pianist, a
wonderfully imaginative and resourceful composer, and one of the
ﬁnest arrangers in the business. The latter is obvious in the
Doolittle album which, let us note, is beautifully recorded and
mixed.
Curiously, I had never heard it, although Roger had mentioned
it over the years. The reason is simple.
Darin’s record company, Atlantic, was less than enthusiastic
about the project, and his producer, Arif Mardin, advised him not
to do it. They wanted their nice little proﬁtable Bobby Darin of
Splish Splash and Queen of the Hop and Mack the Knife with its
godawful chart. The ﬁlm’s produceen Arthur C. Jacobs, apparently
didn’t think Darin could do the Doolittlee music justice; if he’d
been in St. Louis with me, he would have been under no such
impression. Atlantic nonetheless indulged Bobby to the extent of
letting him do it. The album was recorded in July 1967 at Westem
Recorders in Los Angeles and released almost in secret. Bobby got

the shaft and Sammy Davis got the hit on Ilzlk to the Animals.
And thus it was that I never heard the album until its release a
few weeks ago on CD. It is on a small label called Diabolo, and

assuming you take my word on its merits, probably the only way
you can get it is to order it — if you have one of those record
stores that will do that for you. Roger had been trying to get it rereleased for years. He gave me a copy. Iput it on the stereo, and
was blown away, both by Roger’s charts and by Darin.

But the CD saddens me in a way. I think of the guy I got to
like in those days and nights_in St. Louis. I think about the ﬁne
acting job he did in Captain Newman MD. I listen to hisbeautiful

time and intonation and enunciation and phrasing, his musicality.
Walden Robert Cassotto was a giant talent, still unfolding.
Maybe he didn’t get to do it all. But he came close. A
He had open-heart surgery and died on the operating table on
December 20, 1973. He was thirty-six.

Oh could he sing.

Brief Intro

.

,

You may recall a New lbrker cover that showed Manhattan as a

giant geographical entity in. the foreground and all the United
States beyond the Hudson River as an insigniﬁcant little sprawl.
Alas, that attitude exists. Gary Giddins once wrote something to
the effect that I shouldn’t write about New York becausel lived
on the West Coast. No doubt I shouldn’t write about Ravel because

-I don't live in France. And perhaps for that matter a Parisian
shouldn't write about him because he doesn’t live in Montfort
l’Amaury. And maybe I shouldn’t have mentioned Borodin because

I don’t live in St. Petersburg.
I have oﬁen noted that one encounters all over the country
excellent jazz from musicians the New York fraternity of critics
has never-heard of, and of late I have noticed some very good
writing about jazz in hinterland hideaways. I am thinking particularly of a young man from India named Bala Iyer, some of whose
work I plan to present to you shortly. He lives in Columbus, Ohio,
and writes for the Columbus Despatch, and frankly he is a better
—- and far more cultured and literate — critic than anyone writing
about jazz for the New lbrk Times. That isn’t much of a compli-

ment, to be sure, but he is good.
.
A friend recently drew my attention to the work of a writer
named Stanley Dick. He is a lawyer who lives in High Point,
North Carolina. Recently he wrote a piece for The Spectator, a free
paper on the arts out of Raleigh, North Carolina. It was about
someone whose work I know very well. As l’ve mentioned in the
past, Kenny Wheeler and I have been friends since high school.
(Richard Sudhalter and Roger Kellaway also went to high school
together) This, again, does not predispose me to his favor: Kenny

earned the regardl have for him as a trumpet player and composer;
and a lot of very hip musicians share it. Stan Dick’s piece is a
better evaluation of Kenny’s work than anything I have read in any
publication in the United States. I reproduced it with ‘permission.

The Undiscovered
At 68 years of age, trumpeter Kenny Wheeler has been threatening
to emerge as an overnight sensation longer than Wynton Marsalis
has been out of diapers. He has played brilliantly in settings as
varied as Anthony Braxton’s 1970s quartet; the wistful, impressionistic‘ Azimuth; the powerhouse avant collective Global Unity
Orchestra, which mixed ferocious collectivezimprovisations and
delicately balanced lyric structures and included Steve Lacy, Evan
Parker and Albert Mangelsdorff. The sheer breadth ofthis,range has
probably contributed to his low critical proﬁle; he is a major talent
who eludes easy deﬁnition.
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Wheeler is a clear; lyrical stylist who skillfully integrates his
wide-ranging harmonic and rhythmic imagination. He has a clean,
clean crisp sound and impeccable tone that is almost classical in
its purity. This precision is complemented by his crackling lines,
powerful leaps, extraordinary range and versatility. He has
mastered a wide vocabulary of slurs, cries, moans and chromatic
quicksilver runs that he embroiders into his solos. His lines are
evasive, evocative and elliptical rather than sentimental and direct.
Whee1er’s visibility increased considerably in 1996 with the
release ofAngel Song (ECM). The recording brought together four
of the unique lyric voices of jazz — guitarist Bill Frissell, alto
saxophonist Lee Konitz, bassist Dave Holland and Wheeler— to
explore Wheeler's compelling, unique compositions. The music is
quiet and lovely, yet intense and individualistic. The recording
made many Top Ten lists for 1996 and reminded the jazz audience
that it was overlooking a major talent.
'
In the wake of Angels Song's critical acclaim, several Wheeler
recordings that had been gathering dust have ﬁnally seen the light
of day. The material varies ﬁ'orn an extraordinary‘ quartet studio
session to a solid live recording of a postbop mainstream quintet
to a compelling big-band date featuring Wheeler’s arrangements of
his original compositions.
The oldest of these sessions is the Clive date Quintet (1976, Just
a Memory). Though the electric piano threatens to date the
recording, the powerful lyric beauty of the session, reminiscent of
the recordings of the Miles Davis-Wayne Shorter quintet, conjures
a timeless grace. Wheeler is in wonderful form, propulsive,
aggressive, pushing, yet concise, clean, and balanced. Saxophonist
Art Ellefson, a Canadian native l’ve never heard before, plays
bracing, muscular lines reminiscent of Shorter [Ed. note: Ellefson
and Wheeler both moved to England from Canada in 1952, met in
London shortly after that, and have been associated on and off ever
since.] The band, with Ellefson, pianist Gary Williamson, drummer
Marty Morel], and bassist Dave Young, is a reminder of how many
excellent players go unremarked through the years. Although the
lyric sensibility is distinctly Wheeler's, he is clearly inﬂuenced by
Miles on this date. All compositions are by the leader Fans of the
Miles-Shorter band should check this out.
The most impressive of the recent issues is the 1993 quartet
date, All the More (Soul Note). The band consists of Pat LaBarbera
on drums, a brilliant unsung bassist — Furio Di Castri — and
pianist John Taylor: Taylor is a long-time associate of Wheeler’s,

vocalist Norma Vifrnstone. Taylor brings to the table a style

inﬂuenced by both Bill Evans and Herbie Hancock and a knack for
long melodic lines supported by ﬁrm yet ﬂexible rhythmic
conceptions.
The disc opens with a moody, pensivetballad, Phase One,
showcasing Wheeler’s ability to express quiet drama through
cleanly edited runs, slurs, and rhythmic suspensions. The track also
features Taylor’s strong lyrical sensibility, his ability -toisustain

ideas withoutcontrivance or cliché-over unusual length, delicate
touch and his great clarity of musical thoughtiand execution. The
next cut, All the More, is uncharacteristically dark, edgy, and
propulsive. Wheeler spits out crackling, broken-ﬁeld runs and

Taylor displays his ability to maintain sustained» power This is
followed by Mark Time, a track of tightly coiled tension that
features Wheeler’s quicksilver lines and highlights the extraordinary interaction of the rhythm section. The cut concludes with a
multi-tracked cadenza, with Wheeler’s soaring lines coiling around
one another in dense, shadowy, lyric beauty. Bassist Di Castri’s
strong melodic and rhythmic sensibility _are showcased on Kindof
Bill and Introduction to N0 Particular Song. The disc is a brilliant-

ly understated aural banquet that becomes more satisfying with
each delectable course. _
Sirens Song (Justin . Time) presents frequent collaborators
Wheeleg Taylor and Wmstone in collaboration with the Maritime
Jazz Orchestra (MJO), a 16-piece big band based in Nova Scotia.
Wheeler’s inspired arrangements deploy the orchestra in a myriad
of combinations, with the selections of the tracks varying from lush

orchestrated voicings to intimate trios, quintets and octets of
varying instrumentation. Frequently the compositions -employ
multiple thematic units that play off or against one another,
creating a harmonically rich tapestry that supports inspired
improvisations. Thought the players of the MJO are all unknown
in this country, several of the musicians contribute impressive
solos, including saxophonists Mike Murley and Kirk MacDonald,
and guitarist Alan Sutherland. \V1nstone’s vocals are integrated into
the textures of the arrangements as an instrument. Wheeler is
inspired by the settings and creates a tapestry of shiﬁing aural
dramas in response to the orchestral textures. Although economic
reality has curtailed Wheeler’s opportunities to work with big
bands, this disc proves once again that he is among our most gifted
arrangers.
— Stanley Dick

Out Takes
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A while back, a British record label released a Sinatra CD called
From the Vhults. It consisted largely of out-takes from record
dates, along with some rather less interesting stuff that sounds as
if it’s derived from television broadcasts. The Sinatra family ﬁled
suit and had the CD takenoff the market.
But not before a few copies of the CD and tapes derived
therefrom went into circulation. A friend of mine sent me a tape
of it. I’d like to see the CD re-released, minus the stuff that came
from broadcasts as well as a couple of really dumb songs, the kind

with what Alan and Marilyn Bergman call physical discomfort
lyrics. Speaking of the Bergmans, there are several takes of their
Nice and Easy as Sinatra goes about getting it right. Each take
grows in subtlety of interpretation; the orchestra too gets better
One of the things the press never let you know is that Sinatra
was a very funny guy. Good-natured banter runs through the
sessions. Another thing about which you never read is his lack of
star affectation in the studio. He is one of the musicians. He. treats

them with utmost respect, and they reciprocate. At the end of a
take, there’s none of that imperious “Play that back” stuff. It’s,
“May I hear that, please?” And there’s a lot of humorous selfmockery when he-screws things up, which he does here andthere
just to prove that no one’s infallible.
'
,
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The successive takes on Nice and Easy are particularly instructive. When he’s told there are a.couple of bad notes, he says,
“Clams?” and then, laughing, “Well, whadya expect, I don’t know
the song.” Critical of his own work, he clearly expects his
associates to be too. At one point in one of the songs, he says,
good-naturedly, “The jury says one more.”
There’s an amusing moment in Lush Life.-If a ﬁnal take was

ever made and released, I never heard it. The song, a precocious
work that Billy Strayhom wrote when he was not yet out of his
teens, is a difﬁcult one, which makes it the more puzzling that
amateur sitting-in girl singers so often give it their best shot. When
the song gives even Sinatra trouble, its hazards should be respected. After Nat Cole’s, there have been only afew recordings of the
song that I have liked. Sinatra gets into it and then stops, bothered

by something in the band — his ear for funny or wrong notes was
notorious; he seemed to hear even faster than his conductors. He
cuts of the take, saying, “It’s not only tough enough as it is, but
he’s got some Clydes in there. Oh yeah!” Someone in the booth —
possibly Sonny Burke — says, “Do you want to put it aside?”
Sinatra says, “Put it aside for about a year!”
Supposedly Sinatra couldn’t read music. He wouldn’t be the
ﬁrst ﬁne musician who couldn’t. When he gives detailed instructions to drummer Irv Cotler, you wonder if it was ever true.
“Yeah,” Sinatra says. “For about a year”
Sometimes one wonders why Sinatra halts a take. There is an
almost complete — and gorgeous — run at Willow Weep for Me

that he simply breaks off near the end. Was a version of that ever
released?
This is not the commercial necrophilia that the record industry
practices when a performer dies, reissuing every broken or bad
take available. This stuff is valuable. Far ﬁ'om being suppressed,
this material should be required listening for vocal students everywhere. It’s unlikely, however, that you’ll ever hear it. Unless, of
course, you have a friend who says, “Pssst! Wanna hear a hot
Sinatra record?” Take him up on it. Quick.
1
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